BRIGHT YELLOW COLOR, WITH A VIBRANT

MINERALITY

AROMATIC
INTENSITY WITH A TOUCH OF FLORAL NOTES.

RIAS
BAIXAS
APPELLATION OF ORIGIN
Rías Baixas wines display a strawyellow colour and have floral and
fruity aromas. They are powerfully
aromatic, fresh and smooth and have
balanced acidity and a full range of
flavours that are influenced by the
Atlantic climate of the Galician Rías
Baixas.

The Rías Baixas appellation (La
Denominación de Origen Rías Baixas) is a
small wine-growing area in north- west
Spain, in the region of Galicia. While Rías
Baixas has long had a strong wine-growing
tradition, passed down from generation to
generation, it was only in 1988, with the
setting up of the Rías Baixas Wine
Regulating Council, that the wine-growing
sector began to play a fundamental part in
the development of the region’s economy.
One of the key factors in its success has
been the decision to continue growing the
region’s indigenous grape varieties, in
particular Albariño, which cope so well with
the challenging local climate and impart
genuine quality and a sense of place to
wines that have a distinctly Atlantic
character.

SEA
RAIN
HILLS
Our wines are the product of a unique
land made up of intertwining valleys
and coastal areas bathed by the
Atlantic Ocean. They are grown in a
gentle, mild climate with enough rain
to ensure a permanently green
landscape and with a generous
amount of sunshine hours to give the
grapes the warmth and light they
need to reach full ripeness.

ALBARIÑO
THE GRAPE

A theory exists that the Albariño grape was brought in the 12th
century to the monastery of Armenteira (in the Salnés valley,
Pontevedra) by the French monks of Cluny, and that its cultivation
thereafter spread to the rest of Galicia and the north of
Portugal.
The Umia River is said to be the “father” of the Albariño grape,
since vines have been grown along its banks and wine produced
there since the Middle Ages. This hypothesis is now considered
just a part of wine folklore, since the Albariño grape is widely
accepted as an indigenous variety of the south of Galicia.
Another more recent claim was that Albariño might have travelled
from central Europe, possibly with the migrations of Germanic
peoples (the Suebi and Visigoths) in the 5th century, and then
found its home in the north-west of Spain, close to the borders of
ancient Gallaecia.
Leaving aside legends, what we can be very sure of is that this
grape variety has been grown in the area of Rías Baixas for over
1,000 years, and given its characteristics, it is perfectly
adapted to the region’s special climatic features.
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